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Abstract. This paper proposes the study and implementation of metamaterials in the 
electromagnetic nondestructive examination; these materials can serve as 
electromagnetic flux concentrators in the range of radiofrequency. Thus, the use of 
new types of metamaterials, namely conical Swiss roll is proposed. As direct 
application, Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) plates with and without 
delaminations, created by impacts with low energy, were examined with the 
electromagnetic transducers with metamaterial lens. The characteristics of carbon 
fibers woven structure became visible and the delaminations are clearly emphasized. 

1. Introduction  

When the object to be examined has high electrical conductivity, under the action of the 
incident electromagnetic field, eddy currents will be induced in the material, as predicted 
by Faraday’s law. The induced eddy current will generate a secondary electromagnetic field 
that will be in opposition to the incident electromagnetic field. If the incident 
electromagnetic field is created by a time varying current passing through an excitation 
coil, the interaction between the primary and secondary electromagnetic field causes 
modification of the electromotive force in the coil and therefore results in an apparent 
change in the impedance of the coil [1]. This change of the impedance depends on the 
distance between the coil and the object to be examined (lift-off), the electromagnetic 
properties of the material (electrical conductivity , magnetic permeability ), the surface 
and subsurface geometry and the angular frequency . The penetration of eddy currents is 
limited, due to the skin effect [2]. 

The presence of material inhomogeneities (voids, inclusions, cracks, having lower 
electrical conductivity) will disturb or impede induced eddy current and in turn will also 
change the apparent impedance of the coil, which is measured as an indicator of the 
inhomogeneities [3]. The material inhomogeneities will become a new current source inside 
the object to be examined [4]. As long as the frequencies used are not high (lower than 
1GHz), the incident electromagnetic field is usually created by the coils circulated by 
alternative currents [5] or current impulses [6]. The detection of electromagnetic field 
created by the secondary current sources can be made either by coils of different shapes [1]. 

In the case of low frequency incident electromagnetic field, the detection of the 
secondary electromagnetic field can be made also by sensors with Hall effect [7] or SQUID 
[8] and GMR sensors [9]. In order to obtain a signal to noise ratio as larger as possible at 
detection, leading to the increase of detection probability for a higher reliability coefficient, 
it is necessary to use the smallest possible value of the lift -off [7] (distance between the 
electromagnetic transducer and the controlled piece).  This leads to the necessity of 
working in near field due to the fact that the generated and respective the scattered 
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electromagnetic waves are evanescent waves (waves that are rapidly attenuated with the 
distance and are difficult to be focalized using classical materials. 

This paper presents a possibility to improve the spatial resolution of the 
electromagnetic nondestructive control systems that operates at frequencies of tens and 
hundreds of megahertz, using metamaterials [10] for evanescent wave’s focalization from 
the nearest neighbour of the controlled object. The optimal conditions for the metamaterials 
transducer (the conical Swiss rolls type) functioning, have been established, inverting data 
obtained from the measurement of network parameters. The transducer has been used for 
effective visualization of delamination of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) created 
by impact. 

2. Conical Swiss roll as metamaterials 

Metamaterials can provide an engineered response to electromagnetic radiation that is not 
available from the class of naturally occurring materials. They consist of individual or 
arrays of elements for which all the geometrical dimensions are small compared to the 
wavelength of operation. Because the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation is large 
(at 300MHz, the wavelength in air, 0=1m), the condition that the element should be much 
smaller than wavelength is accomplished. 

A conical Swiss roll consists of a number of spiral-wound layers of an insulated 
conductor on a conical mandrel, Figure 2. The insulated conductor is a copper foil with 
18µm thickness and a layer of polyamide with 12µm thickness (LONGLITETM200 
produced by Rogers Corporation USA) . The Copper and polyamide layers have been 
laminated without adhesive to decrease the losses at high frequencies. The insulated layer 
has a relative dielectric permittivity of 3.2 and loss tangent tanδ=0.0099. The conical Swiss 
rolls have 5 layers, 20mm base diameter, 3.2mm top diameter, the aperture angle 200 and 
height 55mm. A selection of few conical Swiss rolls with similar properties was made.  

Pendry et al [10] proposed that Swiss roll made from thin conducting sheets have a 
macroscopic magnetic behaviour for a magnetic field applied along the rod. The radio 
frequency magnetic field will induce currents on the circumference of the cone (Figure 2a) 
and consequently a magnetization opposing the applied magnetic field. 

a  b 

Figure 2. Conical Swiss roll: a) Schematic of a conical Swiss roll; b) Photograph of a conical Swiss roll 

The capacitive and conductive elements of the structure create a resonant RLC 
circuit whose induced currents are subject to, therefore a resonant  with high positive and 
negative values for a range of frequencies is obtained. Thus, a conical Swiss roll can act as 
radio frequency magnetic flux concentrator. 

To determine the effective magnetic permeability of a conical Swiss roll, the S 
parameters have been measured using a Network/Spectrum/Impedance Analyzer 4395A 
Agilent coupled with S Parameter Test Kit 87511A, Agilent, USA. 

The measurement equipment is presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The equipment for measurement S parameters 

The electromagnetic field is generated by a coil with 2 turns having 16mm diameter, 
made of 1mm diameter copper wire.  The response of conical Swiss roll metamaterial is 
detected with a reception coil having 2 turns of 3mm diameter. 

The dependencies of real and imaginary components of S11 and S21 by the frequency 
are presented in Figures 4 and 5. 

According to [11] the impedance of the metamaterial considered as a homogeneous 
slab excited by a plane wave is given by  
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The sign in front of the square root sign is chosen such that  
Re( ) 0Z                                                                (2) 

Figure 4. Dependency of S11 by frequency: real 
component and imaginary component 

Figure 5. Dependency of S21 by frequency: real 
component and imaginary component 

The refraction index of metamaterial n, is obtained as a solution of transcendental 
equation 
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  with frequency f, c is the speed of light in vacuum, 1j   , and d is the 

height of the conical Swiss roll, the sign + or – is chosen such that 
Im( ) 0n                                                                  (4) 
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Thus, the effective magnetic permeability of conical Swiss roll is given by 

eff nZ                                                                   (5) 

In Figure 6, the dependency of frequency for the effective magnetic permeability of a 
conical Swiss roll is presented. 

It can be observed that the effective magnetic permeability becomes high for a 
certain frequency range, and for other frequencies it becomes negative. As applications in 
the domain of electromagnetic nondestructive examination we are proposing an optimized 
work frequency of 72.5 MHz which assures a magnetic effective permeability of 22. 

At this frequency, the property of a conical Swiss roll to act as an alternative 
magnetic flux concentrator has been verified. Using the Network/Spectrum/Impedance 
Analyzer 4395A Agilent, the electromotive force (emf) induced in the detection coil that is 
displaced with a XY motorized stage Newmark type over the small basis of the conical 
Swiss roll at the distance of 1m it has been measured. 

The dependency of the induced emf amplitude in the reception coil by the frequency 
is presented in Figure 7. Examining data from Figure 7 it can be emphasized that, in the 
zone corresponding to the diameter of the small base of conical Swiss roll, for a frequency 
that assures a maximum of effective magnetic permeability of the investigated 
metamaterial, the concentration of the radio frequency magnetic flux is very high. Also, it 
must be mentioned that on this aperture the magnetic flux is almost constant, which 
suggests the existence of an electromagnetic plane wave. 

 

Figure 6. The frequency dependence of effective 
magnetic permeability of conical Swiss roll 

Figure 7. The frequency dependency of the induced emf 
amplitude in the reception coil at the scanning along the 

small base of the Swiss roll. Lift-off 0.2mm 

3. Near field images using conical Swiss roll 

Let consider a layout of two Swiss rolls disposed as in Figure 8. The small basis of the first 
Swiss roll behaves as a circular aperture and, due to the radio frequency flux concentration 
properties, previously described; the “rays” that pass inside can be traced. 

 
Figure 8. Layout of two conical Swiss rolls acting as lens to obtain near field images 

Thus, the plane “object” is in front of the aperture of Swiss roll I and the focal plane 
is located in the plane of the small base of Swiss roll II. 
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Into a region without sources, the Helmholtz wave equation is (1) 

   2 2 , , 0k E x y z                                                 (6) 

where k is the wave vector
2 f

k=
v


, with f frequency and v the propagation speed of the 

electromagnetic waves in the considered media. 
In angular representation 
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where angular spectrum is 
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If  2 2 2
x yk k k  , the electromagnetic wave is a plane wave, and if 2 2 2

x yk k k  , the 

electromagnetic wave is an evanescent wave, being rapidly damped along z axis. 
If the evanescent waves are the dominant states, condition met at distances smaller 

than the wavelength, the field in any z position will be 
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where   ,k x yf k k  represents the angular spectrum of the field from aperture 
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Considering a wave that has constant angular spectrum in aperture, truncating  the 
integral from (9) at a double finite sum we obtain 
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Using the Fourier optics method [12] for the condition given by (10), the field in 
focal plane is obtained 
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A relatively uniform angular spectrum can be obtained by scattering an 
electromagnetic wave on a small   of circular shape made from a material consider as 
perfect electromagnetic conductor (PEC).  

The diameter of focal spot of the metamaterial lens will be given by [12]  
4

b a

D
k k





                                                       (12) 

would be, according to Figure 8, equal with the diameter of the small basis of the conical 
Swiss roll,  that is 3.2mm. 

The amplitude of field in focal plane for a circular scatter with small dimensions is 
presented in Figure 9 a. In Figure 9b are presented the values of the field, as the e.m.f, 
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measured for the scattering on the base of the 1mm diameter copper cylinder, embedded 
into a Plexiglas plate. The experimental measurements have been made with 
Network/Spectrum/Impedance Analyzer 4395A Agilent with the lens in fixed position, the 
Plexiglas plate with embedded cylinder being displaced with a XY motorized stage, 
Newmark type; the scanning step being 0.25mm in both directions. The operating 
frequency was 72.5 MHz, corresponding to the region where the effective magnetic 
permeability of conical Swiss roll has a maximum value. 

a b 

Figure 9. a) Calculated field in the focal plane for the circular scatter, small dimensions; b) Measured field in 
focal plane for a cylindrical scatter, 1mm diameter 

The analysis of data presented in Figures 9a and 9b shows that the realization of a 
metamaterial lens in radio frequency range is possible using the conical Swiss roll, their 
distortions being minimal and their calculation being made based on Fourier optics 
principles. The method is limited to the obtaining of the images of the small dimensions 
scatters placed at relatively small depths reported to the surface to be examined because the 
evanescent waves are attenuated rapidly with the distance. In order to obtain high quality 
electromagnetic images, the roughness of the scatters surface shall be small.  

4. Experimental results 

Plates from CFRP type having 6 layers of carbon fibers woven type 5 harness satin (Carbon 
T300 3K 5HS) with a layout that assures the quasi-isotropic properties of the plate were 
studied. The polymer matrix is made of Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPS). The thickness of 
the plate is 1.91mm with a 0.5 volume ratio. The plates are produced by TenCate Advanced 
Composites, Netherlands.  

On these plates, delaminations due to impacts with different energies have been 
induced using a spherical impactor with 22mm diameter. The plates were examined by 
means the electromagnetic procedure presented above using the transducer (Figure 10), 
which contains a metamaterial lens for detection. For the generation of plane wave, a 
conical Swiss roll also has been used, acting as a flux concentrator. The lift-off was 
maintained constant at value of 0.25mm (the material to be examined can be considered) 
that is practically in the plane of the aperture; the reception coil is in the focal plane of the 
lens. The control frequency was 72.5 MHz. 

In Figure 11a, we present [13] the schematic layout of the 5H satin carbon fibers 
woven and in Figure 11b the amplitude of the signal delivered by the electromagnetic 
transducer with metamaterials from the scanning of a region of composite without 
delamination. 

The structure of CFRP obtained with the electromagnetic transducer with 
metamaterials respects with fidelity the image of the first layer of carbon woven 5H type.  
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Figure 10. The electromagnetic transducer with metamaterials lens 

a b 

Figure 11. a) 5H-biaxial woven fabric architectures; b) The measured amplitude of the signal delivered by the 
electromagnetic transducer with metamaterials from the scanning of a CFRP zone without delamination 

In Figure 12 is presented the signal given by the same transducer at the scanning of 
a region of composite which contains a delamination due to a 2.5J energy impact. On the 
borders of the electromagnetic image, the structure of the woven can be observed; in the 
central zone, the delaminated region is emphasized. 

 

Figure 12. The measured amplitude of the signal delivered by the electromagnetic transducer with 
metamaterials at the scanning of a CFRP zone with delamination 

This zone becomes electromagnetically detectable due to the modification of the 
electrical conductivity on the normal direction to the woven plane as a consequence of the 
impact. 
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5. Conclusions 

The electromagnetic non destructive evaluation was focused on the determination of 
inhomogeneities of electrically conductive objects which exhibit electrical conductivity 
lower than the host medium. In order to evaluate small dimensions conductive objects with 
lower conductivity, the use of evanescent electromagnetic waves that appear in the nearest 
vicinity of the scattering object - is proposed, in the case in which a high electromagnetic 
fields acts over the object to be examined. The evaluation will be more correct when the 
incident electromagnetic field is more focused on the region in which the scatter is placed. 
For the frequency range between tens and hundreds of MHz, the concentration of incident 
electromagnetic field can be made with a new type of metamaterials namely conical Swiss 
rolls. In order to concentrate the evanescent electromagnetic waves that appear at the 
surface of the scatter, the use of metamaterials lens made from two conical Swiss rolls is 
proposed.  This method give good results at the examination of CFRP, including those with 
carbon fibers woven reinforcement, clearly emphasizing the delaminations due to low 
energy impact. The proposed method is limited by the fact that the evanescent waves are 
attenuated on small distances in common mediums, so that the scatters should be at small 
distances from the surface to be examined. Also, the roughness can affect the quality of the 
obtained electromagnetic image.  
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